
SPECIAL BEDDING FOR ALL YOUR JOURNEYS. 

Handcrafted adjustable sheets 
and specially designed bed linen 

for motorhomes, caravans and yachts. 



that adjust to different sizes and shapes of 

beds in and motorhomes, caravans yachts 

Fi�ed sheets 

My Dream Journey pillow cases and duvet covers are available in 4 different colours 
and 4 different materials with specially designed and screen-printed patterns.

DIFFERENT 
MATERIALS  COLOURS&4

| usability and functionality 
| design and craftsmanship 
| quality of the fabrics 

mydreamjourney eu.

When creating 
My Dream Journey bedding,

 we followed three 
important principles

Make the interior of your motorhome, caravan or 
yacht a more special place and combine sheets 

with My Dream Journey handcrafted bed linen.

Most motorhomes, caravans and yachts have beds that, 
because of their different sizes or unusual shapes, prevent us 
from using sheets that otherwise nicely fit normal beds.

My Dream Journey fitted sheets are designed to stay on your 
beds and adjust to a variety of different sizes and shapes, 
staying firmly in place throughout the night. Two stoppers and 
an elastic allow the sheet to grip firmly to the mattress. Since 
the elastic is the same size as the circumference of the sheet, 
the sheets can be easily stretched, ironed and folded.

Why special sheets? 
These 8 dimensions of sheets cover bed sizes in most motorhomes, 
caravans and yachts. Because they have an adjustable elastic, they are 
also suitable for beds with curves and other irregular shapes. 

Sheets are available in cotton, percale or satin. 
All of them are excellent Italian cottons.

My Dream Journey bedding collection also offers 2 dimensions of 
flat sheets, which can be used for smaller bed units or folding 
beds. They are also usable as bedspreads or seats covers.

DIMENSIONS
FITTED SHEETS

DIFFERENT 

DIMENSIONS 

PREMIUM MATERIALS  COLOURS&

FLAT SHEETS

8

3

2
If available adjustable fitted sheets do not meet
your expectationsand needs, My Dream Journey
also provides custom-made sheets according to 
your bed dimensions and shapes.

You can order your sheets on mydreamjourney.eu
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My Dream Journey bedding is made out of the finest and environmentally friendly textiles and materials 
(cotton, percale, satin and linen), all produced in Europe. The bedding is designed, screen-printed and 
handcrafted especially for the My Dream Journey collection.

With colours of fabrics and design of bedding, we created sheets and bed linen that smoothly merges with
the interior of motorhomes, caravans or yachts, and also evokes a feeling of traveling, dreaming and 
exploring nature.
 
Enjoy the adventure! 

What makes 
My Dream Journey 
bedding so special? 

Find more about the bedding, sizes and materials  |  www.myderamjourney.eu 
Shop or order your custom-made bedding  |  www.myderamjourney.eu/store
Additional Info | info@mydreamjourney.eu mydreamjourney eu.
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